
NEW YORK — Achieving excellence and overcoming medioc-
rity was the theme of the 2013 Peabody Awards.

“Your work is the measure and the model of what should be 
achieved,” said Dr. Horace Newcomb, Lambdin Kay Chair of the 
Peabody Awards, addressing the 39 award recipients. “Your work 
rises as islands of excellence in a sea of mediocrity.”

Held May 20 at the Waldorf Astoria in New York, Newcomb, over-
seeing his final Peabody Awards before he retires, used his speech to 
urge the electronic media industry to use the medium to produce quality 
work. Expressing concern over the quality of news and entertain-
ment – attributed in part to the growing number of entertain-
ment and news outlets – Newcomb offered particularly harsh 
words in his farewell speech.

“You now work in a spreading sea of mediocrity,” he said. “All 
this has made so much of entertainment soft.”

Newcomb’s words set the tone for the ceremony, where recipi-
ents addressed the importance of sound journalism and quality 
entertainment.  Good Morning America co-host Robin Roberts 
accepts the Peabody for “Robin’s Journey.”

Robin Roberts, co-anchor of Good Morning America, accepted 
the award for “Robin’s Journey,” a series of stories that focused on 
her battle with a rare disease. Roberts said what she is most proud 
of in the series is the public reaction when learning of the disease.

“As journalists we want to make a difference,” she said. “We 

want to do stories that cause a reaction that leads to action.”

Tony Maddox, executive vice president and managing director of 
CNN International, accepted the Peabody for CNN’s coverage 
inside Syria and Homs.

“There is no conflict we reported on more dangerous than this 
one,” he said, noting that millions of people have been dis-
placed due to the war. “We will continue to cover this.”

Comedic mastermind Lorne Michaels (Saturday Night Live, 30 
Rock, Late Night), receiving a rare individual Peabody Award, 
jokingly offered appreciation for being surrounded by several 
journalists.

“I can’t tell you how happy I am to finally be among serious 
people,” he said.

Wrapping up the ceremony, CBS News anchor and Peabody 
Awards host Scott Pelley offered a final congratulations to the 
winners for pursuing excellence.

“At the end of the day, there is no substitute for the story,” he 
said. “And this year you are the best of the best.”

Newcomb called for media to produce more Peabody-quality 
work.

“We need more work like what you have given us – the work that 
we honor here today,” Newcomb said. “Yours is the work that has 
shown viewers and your colleagues would can be done.”

Anatomy of a Journalistic Story
by Joe Dennis

Teaching journalistic writing to students who are accustomed to writing essays in MLA style can be difficult. But 
by following a journalistic story template that students can emulate, the process of writing can become much 
easier. Here is a five-step process for beginning journalists.
Note: This is not meant to be a formula for every story in your publication, but rather a starting point for getting 
students to grasp the concepts of journalistic writing. Once students have mastered this method, they can begin to 
infuse their own creativity.

1. LEAD. One sentence. Focus on the “who” and “what” rather than the “when.”
2. LEAD QUOTE. The quote that sums up the story best, usually from your lead source. A two-sentence 
quote is preferred, with attribution in the middle.
3. NUT GRAF. The “who,” “what,” “when,” “why,” “where” and “how” of the story.
4. BODY. Let quotes drive the story. At least three sources.
5. CLOSING. Close with a quote that best wrap up story, offers a call to action and/or ties the story back to 
the lead.

Unbreakable journalistic writing rules:

-Always use “said” for attribution. Nothing else. Ever.
-In multiple-sentence quotes, put attribution after the first sentence.
-Always write in 3rd person.
-Never editorialize. If there is a statement of opinion in your writing, it better be in quotes and be attributed.
-Follow AP style. Especially note what gets capitalize (it’s history class, not History class), how to write time (it’s 9 
a.m., not 9:00 A.M.), dates (it’s Jan. 20, not January 20) and currency (it’s $30, not thirty dollars).


